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Summary

Biological metabolites, substrates, cofactors, chemical probes, and drugs bind to flexible pockets in multiple biological macromolecules to exert their biological effect. The rapid growth of the structural databases and sequence data, including SNPs and disease-related genome modifications, complemented by the new cutting-edge 3D docking, scoring, and profiling methods has created a unique opportunity to develop a comprehensive structural map of interactions between any small molecule and biopolymers. Here we demonstrate that a comprehensive structural genomics engine can be built using multiple pocket conformations, experimentally determined or generated with a variety of modeling methods, and new efficient ensemble docking algorithms. In contrast to traditional ligand-activity-based engines trained on known chemical structures and their activities, the structural pocketome and docking engine will allow prediction of poses and activities for new, previously unknown, protein binding sites, and new, previously uncharacterized, chemical scaffolds. This de novo structure-based activity prediction engine may dramatically accelerate the discovery of potent and specific therapeutics with reduced side effects.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the interactions of all possible chemicals with all possible proteins represents the ultimate goal of chemogenomics. Identification of the subset of protein targets along with detailed binding geometry enables the rational design and optimization of novel agents with desired genomic profiles.

The collection of proteins and their folds is defined by the size of a particular genome and its sequence variations. One can imagine a perfect chemogenomics world in which all protein structures are determined by high-resolution crystallography,
in an apo form and in complexes with diverse ligands; and all allosteric and transient ligand-binding pockets are identified in these structures. This set can be converted to a finite collection of binding pockets $P_1, P_2, \ldots$, each in several possible conformations (Fig. 1). In contrast to the limited Pocket dimension, the list of ligands is open-ended and includes biological substrates, cofactors, metabolites, therapeutic candidates, and drugs as well as a virtually infinite list of virtual chemical compounds. Cleverly combined with binding data on known ligands and efficient algorithms, our pocket collection can be redesigned to become a series of powerful “recognition devices,” enabling identification of novel chemicals that bind to each pocket, prediction of their binding geometry, and evaluation of their binding affinity – the predictive flexible Pocketome engine.

In this chapter, we will describe the progress toward the implementation and the gradual improvement of such an engine, the arising challenges, and the approaches to address them. The collection of experimentally determined ligand pockets have been

---

Fig. 1. A general representation of complete chemogenomics matrix. Each column, $P_1, P_2, \ldots$ represents a conformational ensemble of a protein pocket. Different functional states (e.g., agonist bound and antagonist bound) and different locations on the same protein are considered separate pockets. SNPs and mutations may lead to variations of the same pocket. Each row represents a chemical compound. The chemicals are metabolic compounds, drug candidates, and other chemical substances that are relevant for a biological system, including virtual compounds that have never been synthesized. The goal of this structural chemogenomics engine is to report, if experimental data is available, or predict the following: (1) the binding geometry of each compound to the pockets it can bind, and (2) an estimate of the binding free energy $e_i$. While the screening application searching for potential binders among virtual or available chemicals is widely used, comparing $e_i$ for the same compound with different pockets (or proteins), a.k.a. specificity profiling, requires new approaches.
previously used to analyze ligand-protein interactions (1), compare binding sites with each other (2), or develop algorithms to predict locations on uncharacterized druggable pockets (3). We will show how these concepts can be expanded to allow (1) using both experimental and predicted pockets, (2) modeling the pocket flexibility, (3) predicting binding geometry and critical atomic interactions, (4) predicting specificity for compounds based on a new chemical scaffold.

The Pocketome structures come from two principal sources: (1) high-resolution experimental structures determined by crystallography or NMR; and (2) computational structure prediction, modeling by homology and/or conformer generation. The 54,000 structures (as of November 2, 2008) deposited in the Protein databank (PDB (4)) are of about 11K proteins (clustered to the 95% identity level), and 13.6K nonoverlapping protein domains. About 3K proteins (of the 11K) are from human or closely related mammals. Of those structures, 85% are solved by X-ray crystallography with about half of them at better than 2.2 Å resolution. Most of the remaining 15% are determined by NMR. For some proteins, their pocket variation has already been captured by multiple experimental structures with or without ligands, e.g., over a hundred PDB entries for the human CDK2 kinase. For others, a delicate and laborious process of building and validating initial models needs to be performed.

Every second protein domain in PDB is represented by more than one PDB entry: ~20% of proteins have two structures, and the remaining 30% more than two structures. Some of them are mutants (e.g., ~400 of T4 lysozyme structures from Brian Matthews’s laboratory) but in most cases, these multiple structures represent snapshots of the pocket conformational diversity. Furthermore, many entries contain more than one chain in an asymmetric unit. These protein structures related by noncrystallographic symmetry can also be used as a source of multiple pocket conformations. The noncrystallographic symmetry-related subunits increase the number of domains already represented by multiple experimental conformations from 50% to the overall level of 75% (Fig. 2). About 5% of the domains are represented by more than 30 copies.

The abundance of experimentally determined protein structures should not, however, obscure the fact that for the majority of protein domains, no structural information is available at all. The coverage of the mammalian proteome by experimentally determined structures is still only about 10–15% and varies between the protein families. Structures of only four G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR), out of about 900, have been determined by crystallography, and only about one-third of the human kinases and the same fraction of the nuclear receptors. For many of those proteins, models by homology can be built (5), although the
quality of those models and their usefulness as ligand recognition devices may vary widely. Whenever some high-affinity ligands for a given pocket are known, this quality may be improved through the so-called ligand-guided modeling (6).

Even with the experimentally determined pockets, the availability of two or more structures does not guarantee sufficient coverage of the pocket conformational space. Similarly, the homology modeling provides only a starting conformation that may or may not be sufficiently accurate to explain binding any ligands. To turn these models into the powerful ligand recognition devices, one needs to complement them by additional tools for pocket conformational variability modeling.

The strength of our proposed Pocketome engine is best revealed in cases when the pocket models are accurate and cover the essential conformational space. For such cases, the Pocketome can
provide answers and explanations to many essential chemogenomics questions, including the effect of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and mutations and the inter-species differences. It can also help the prediction of the binding pose and binding affinity of new chemicals to existing pockets, as well as the activity of compounds against new proteins including orphan receptors. Indeed, combined with an accurate docking and scoring method, a good three-dimensional pocket model has unmatched specificity for the right ligand. In (7) we demonstrated that the high-resolution structure of bacteriorhodopsin recognizes retinal as the best rank out of 7,000 metabolites and bio-substrates. The pocket structure of malarial enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase (ENR) recognized its cognate ligand as the top score out of 200,000 drug-like molecules (C. Smith et al., unpublished). Structure inaccuracies and the induced fit effects represent the major challenges on the way of achieving this high predictive power.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Subheading 2.1 is focused on algorithms, approaches, and challenges of the Pocketome compilation. Subheadings 2.2–2.4 concentrate on the three major types of chemogenomics applications: ligand binding pose prediction, screening, and activity profiling.

2. Methods

2.1. Compiling the Flexible Pocketome

The 2008 release of the PDB (4) contains more than 10,000 unique protein domains, many of them crystallized with relevant small molecules, and many represented by more than one high-quality structure. This presents a unique possibility for assembling a Pocketome core of purely experimental data. The structures need to be collected, superimposed, and clustered into multiconformational pockets by a procedure allowing minimal manual intervention with the possibility of timely updates. Advanced structure quality control techniques should be employed to mark the unreliable structures and optimize the ligand recognition potential of the collected pockets. An effort should be made to represent each pocket by a set of conformers sufficiently diverse to accommodate various ligand chemotypes. The latter task may require additional pocket “induced-fit” modeling.

2.1.1. Quality Control of Crystallographically Determined Pockets

Experimentally determined atomic models are often incomplete and have method-specific uncertainties and ambiguities. Many models have errors or “fantasy” atoms not supported by the experimental data. Finally, the protonation and tautomerization
states of the atoms of the pocket and the ligand are not even defined in PDB entries and must be predicted separately.

X-ray crystallography, the best technique of structure determination available at the moment, provides the electron density map for the structured parts of a crystallized protein construct. As a result, the following issues can be observed in even high-quality structures:

1. Protein-related uncertainties
   
   (a) Missing or ambiguous fragments of the protein, ranging in size from as a single side-chain atom to multi-residue loops;

   (b) Ambiguous orientation of polar side chains. At an average resolution of 2.2 Å, 180° rotations of terminal functional groups of Asp, Glu, and His are difficult to distinguish. When placing these side chains in the density, crystallographers often rely on the so-called chemical intuition, which is not applied consistently and optimally. However, the majority (86%) of the Asn, Gln ambiguities can be resolved if special energy-based methods are applied (8).

2. Ligand-related uncertainties
   
   (a) Missing or ambiguous electron density for a part of the ligand. Existence of alternative ligand poses with comparable or better fit to the electron density and to the binding pocket;

   (b) Even the identity of the ligand may be ambiguous. Water molecules are frequently placed in “unrecognized” electron density either intentionally or by the PDB recommendation. For example, PDB entry 2gwx contains erroneous water molecules instead of a found fatty acid as revealed in another structure of the same protein 2baw (9). In a number of structures, one can find the so-called UNrecognized Ligand descriptions, or UNL. Also note that the unrecognized density previously was forcibly filled with water molecules and not annotated in the ATOM records.

The ligand-related problems are more frequent than the protein side-chain-related problems because of high chemical diversity of the ligands and (most often) the absence of the positional/orientational constraints in the form of covalent bonds. The ligands frequently have a quasisymmetrical shape allowing multiple placements. The first three panels of Fig. 3 show a progressively worsening electron density for a bound ligand leading to a progressively higher ambiguity in ligand placement. The chemical intuition of the experimentalist is often insufficient for correct ligand placement, but proper (energy based) docking tools are rarely used.
The ligand and protein ambiguities can have a large negative impact if one does not re-evaluate them in model refinement, ligand–pocket interactions study, or testing docking algorithms.

Sometimes, atoms or structure fragments not supported by any experimental electron density are introduced into a deposited model. We will call them **fantasy atoms**. While completely wrong structures are rare \((10, 11)\), local errors affecting our ability to build a credible structural pocketome are ubiquitous. The question has been raised in scientific literature several times, and systematic analysis of consequences of crystallographic structure defects for small-molecule binding has been performed \((9, 12)\), but until recently, it was never properly addressed by the crystallographic community.

As a control tool, the electron density maps can be rebuilt from the deposited atomic coordinates and the experimental structure factors \((13, 14)\); however, the deposition of the structure factors in PDB became compulsory only in February 2008 (35 years too late). Even with those structure factors, the reconstruction of the most interpretable electron density requires the final values of phases, which are most often unavailable.

There are three legal ways of annotating the uncertainties in an atomic model due to low local resolution or gaps in the electron density map:

1. Not depositing atoms that are not visible in electron density (or creating “alternative” records for atoms ambiguously defined by the density);
2. Assigning an occupancy of zero to the atoms introduced for the sake of chemical completeness, but not supported by the electron density;
3. Assigning ostensibly high temperature factors (the so-called B-factors) to the atoms with the made-up coordinates.

Unfortunately, “fantasy” atoms are often found in crystallographic structures with full occupancy values, low or medium B-factors, or unmarked as multiple alternatives. Combined with the ambiguities
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**2.1.1.2. Fantasy Atoms and Misleading Atom Annotations**

Fig. 3. Four levels of reliability of ligand positioning into the electron density. The coordinates are taken from the PDB, and the density obtained from the Uppsala EDS server. Only the pose of the first (leftmost) ligand is unambiguously defined by the electron density. The last ligand represents a complete fantasy. More than a third of the ligands in pockets in the PDB need to be either ignored or repositioned.
of the ligand placement, it creates a relatively high occurrence of “heavy atom” placement errors for ligand pockets or ligand poses. Our estimate for the fraction of unreliable pocket or small-molecule complex structures, with deposited experimental structure factors, is around 35% (I. Kufareva et al., unpublished). Many of the unreliable ligand–pocket models can be rescued by an energy–based refinement and more rigorous sampling of conformational alternatives.

The protonation state assignment problem falls into several subproblems (15–19). Having accurate heavy atom positions often simplifies the task of adding protons but does not solve it. What needs to be established is the following:

1. The charged state of all His, Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, and Cys residues around the binding site;
2. The formal charges of the ligand atoms;
3. The ε or δ tautomers of uncharged Histidines;
4. The tautomeric form of the ligand;
5. The orientation of all movable hydrogen atoms (e.g., in rotatable hydroxyl groups);
6. The orientation of all essential water molecules included in the core pocket definition.

The most rigorous approach to address the first two problems requires a pH-dependent calculation of electrostatic effects to predict the pK values of individual sites of titration (17). However, in most cases a simple set of the following intuitive rules may resolve the uncertainty: (1) never allow an uncompensated buried formal charge; (2) consider compensating charges for buried ionizable groups and metals to maintain electroneutrality outside the buried cluster of charges; (3) take the most likely state at a given pH for the exposed groups. The problem of orienting rotatable hydrogen atoms and water molecules can be solved by restrained global optimization in the relevant subspace of internal coordinates (20, 21).

While the tight packing and cooperative hydrogen-bonding network are defining characteristics of a ligand–pocket interactions, frequently the initial atom positions in a PDB entry do not provide the correct optimal interactions. The errors may affect the ligand itself or be related to the suboptimal or incorrect placement of side chains and hydrogen atoms around the ligand. In a recent review (13), G. Kleywegt pointed out several pitfalls, that, however, can be avoided to produce plausible models. In particular, a pocket model can be subjected to an energy-based refinement by sampling positions of the movable hydrogen atoms (especially the polar hydrogens), the heavy atoms not clearly defined in the electron density, and the density-ambiguous rotations of polar side chains.
One example in which an atomic energy-based refinement of hydrogen atoms and undefined heavy atoms produced a more realistic pocket model is shown in Fig. 4a. The pocket model in a recently solved structure of β2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR) was improved by automatic reorientation of hydroxyl groups of Ser203 and Ser204 that are not clearly defined in the density (22, 23). Since the χ₁ angles of serine side chains are sampled, here too this procedure goes beyond the optimal placement of the hydrogen atoms.

Another example is presented in Fig. 4b. A simple energy-based refinement of a ligand in the structure of pregnane X receptor (PXR) displaces it by 1.3 Å from the deposited crystallographic position, which leads not only to the improvement of the intermolecular contacts, but also to a better placement of the ligand in the experimental electron density, even though the density fit term was not used during the refinement.

It is clear that each experimental pocket in the Pocketome needs to be validated by density analysis, subjected to restrained energy-based refinement for hydrogen atoms and heavy-atom ambiguities, and further evaluated by the calculated binding energy. If the calculated binding energy is indicative of nonbinding, the pocket conformer must be dismissed or set aside for a more detailed consideration.
and automatic identification of true biological interactions. We here present a fully automatic protocol for the multiconformational experimental Pocketome collection that uses a number of filters to overcome these difficulties. Initial characterization of this set in terms of the observed induced fit changes is also provided.

We have proposed a fully automatic procedure for the Pocketome generation. The procedure clusters all available PDB structures with drug-like ligands into the Pocketome ensembles (45) (24). The main steps of the procedure are as follows:

1. The amino acid sequences of all experimental constructs in the PDB are extracted and cleared from 85 common protein expression tag definitions (e.g., five consecutive histidines), and a nonredundant set of “tag-purified” sequences is produced.

2. The full Swissprot sequences (25, 26) are searched against the purified unique set of the PDB sequences. Three-dimensional (3D) domains are annotated based on PDB sequence boundaries, and their structures are clustered to 95% sequence identity.

3. A comprehensive collection of ~3,000 nontrivial drug-like molecules from the PDB is built by (a) excluding ubiquitous substrates, e.g., ATP, and (b) applying filters to exclude pockets with non-drug-like molecules (e.g., too large or too small) in the entire PDB Chemical Component Dictionary. That collection is merged with the above protein domain ensemble set to obtain multiple structure ensembles cocrystallized with at least one relevant compound.

4. All protein structures in the ensemble are superimposed using only the backbone atoms in the immediate vicinity of the ligands. The superimposition algorithm is based on an iterative procedure that, through an unbiased weight assignment to different atomic subsets, gradually finds the better superimposable core of atom pairs between the template and the other structures, and includes the following steps:

   a) The atomic equivalences are established between the two structures, and a vector of per-atom weights \( W_1, W_2, \ldots, W_n \) is set to \( [1, 1, \ldots, 1] \).

   b) The weighted superimposition is performed (27) and the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) is evaluated.

   c) The deviations \( D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n \) are calculated for all atom pairs, and their 50-percenterile \( D_{50} \) is determined.

   d) The new weights are calculated according to the formula

\[
W_i = \exp \left( -\frac{D_i^2}{D_{50}^2} \right)
\]

While the well-superimposed atoms are assigned weights close to 1, the weights associated with strongly deviating atom pairs get progressively smaller.
(e) Steps from (b) to (d) are iterated until the RMSD value stops improving or the maximum number of iterations (set equal to ten for this case) is reached.

(f) The final superposition is performed with weights smaller than \( \exp(-1) \) set to zero.

The use of this algorithm guarantees that the overall quality of the superimposition is not compromised by the presence of a minority of strongly deviating atoms.

5. The obtained optimally superimposed complexes are automatically annotated in terms of the complex composition: homo- and hetero-multimeric receptors, catalytic metal ions as well as cofactors and their analogs are automatically identified based on the consistency of each of these features throughout the ensemble. Compositional and conformational differences between the individual ensemble structures are recorded. Where applicable, symmetry neighbors are generated and taken into account.

6. The ligands are analyzed for correctness of their covalent geometry, and their crystallographic quality checked as described above.

Application of this procedure to the PDB release of 2008 produced a set of more than 800 structure ensembles. This set serves as an experimental core of the Pocketome.

The collected Pocketome core provides a fairly comprehensive representation of transient protein–ligand interactions in PDB and allows characterization of the protein and induced conformational changes. Given a family of complexes formed by a particular protein domain, we compared each complex with all other complexes of the same composition, complexes of other compositions, and unbound structures. The unbound structures were also compared to one another to assess the degree of changes stemming from natural protein flexibility rather than induced by binding partners.

The obtained data is presented in Fig. 5.

In the majority of the cases (77%), comparison of a ligand-bound form of a protein to its unbound form or a complex of different compositions shows strong deviation (>1.5 Å) of at least one ligand–pocket interface residue side chain. On average, about 18% of the ligand interface residues deviate above that threshold (1–2 side chains per interface). Moreover, in a number of cases, significant backbone deviations are observed as well. The corresponding values observed between complexes of the same composition due to natural protein flexibility (white bars), or even between unbound structures (gray bars), are significantly lower.

Of the large variety of protein pockets capable of binding small molecules with appreciable affinity, only a small fraction has been cocrystallized with at least one ligand. The majority of pockets of
the full Pocketome remain either completely unknown or only approximately defined. That includes (1) allosteric pockets distant from a well-known “main” pocket (e.g., the CK2β binding interface of the protein kinase CK2α (28)), (2) pockets in apostructures of nonenzymes (e.g., the “hydrophobic pocket” of α1 antitrypsin (29)), and pockets in orphan receptors (e.g., orphan nuclear receptors or GPCRs).

In its most complete version, the Pocketome must be completed by likely cavities and allosteric pockets even if crystallographically no small molecules have ever been observed in these cavities. We designed a pocket prediction algorithm based on a physical field, yet very general and relatively independent on the chemical nature of the ligand. This method, called ICM Pocket-Finder, performs the Gaussian convolution of the Lennard-Jones
potential around a protein (3). The value of the potential in the 3D grid point \( \mathbf{r} \) is calculated by

\[
P_0(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_{a} \frac{A_a}{d_{ar}^{12}} - \frac{B_a}{d_{ar}^6}
\]

where the sum is taken over all atoms \( a \) in the system, \( d_{ar} \) is the distance from atom \( a \) to the grid point \( \mathbf{r} \), and the atom-dependent parameters \( A_a \) and \( B_a \) are taken from the Empirical Conformational Energy Program for Peptides (ECEPP)/three molecular mechanics force field. The obtained \( P_0(\mathbf{r}) \) values were truncated at 0.8 kcal/mol to retain only the attractive regions. The Gaussian convolution of the potential in point \( \mathbf{r} \) is given by

\[
P(\mathbf{r}) = \int \exp \left( -\left( \frac{\mathbf{x}-\mathbf{r}}{\lambda} \right)^2 \right) P_0(x) dx, \lambda = 2.6 \AA
\]

The resulting field calculated as a 3D grid map with 0.5 Å grid step size is contoured using an in-house algorithm to produce envelopes, whose location, shape, and volume are indicative of the ligand binding pockets.

The ICM PocketFinder algorithm was validated on a large collection of experimentally characterized pockets and showed an impressive performance (3). It is able to provide an initial localization of novel (e.g., allosteric) ligand binding sites. Clearly, every newly predicted pocket needs to be experimentally validated in the context of the Pocketome project.

The size and character of the predicted pockets also help to estimate the *druggability* of a pocket. For example, running the ICM PocketFinder calculation on multiple structures of kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1) resulted in a pocket volume not exceeding 175 Å³, while a typical small-molecule ligand binding pocket has a volume >200 Å³. That largely explains the failure of multiple attempts to develop a small molecule binding to this site with appreciable affinity, even though it is known to be a site of peptide interaction.

A predicted pocket may often have borderline characteristics just below a safe *druggability* threshold. In this case, exploring the conformational plasticity of the pocket (see Subheading 2.1.4) may help to find conformations more relevant for small-molecule binding.

In the context of the Pocketome project, the predicted pocket envelopes may define the bounding box for conformer generation and pocket refinement.
Theoretical pocket models will complement the validated and refined experimental pocketome in two ways:

1. Initial models can be built for proteins not represented in the PDB at all;

2. Additional diverse pocket models can be generated around one or several initial models or experimental structures to provide a realistic coverage of the potential ligand-induced pocket conformations.

As we mentioned in the introduction, the experimental 3D pocket models are not available for the majority of the Pocketome in any particular organism. However, accurate models of a significant fraction of these pockets can still be built by homology with existing structures and refined. A practical homology modeling procedure for pockets is relatively simple (30) once a reliable alignment of the query sequence to its single homologous template is established. In the context of the Pocketome, we only need local alignment in the vicinity of the pocket. This facilitates the task because local sequence similarity is frequently higher than the overall sequence identity (22, 23). The homology model-building recipe from a single template includes (1) inheriting the backbone conformation of the template, (2) replacing the nonidentical side chains retaining as many torsion variables from the template as possible, and (3) disregarding large insertions in the modeled sequence. Though the missing loops and ambiguous side chains can be rebuilt at this stage, it is much more practical to postpone until the ligand-guided refinement stage, as the apo-refinement often results in ligand-incompatible conformations.

If several homologous templates are known, a model must be built from every template. The multiple models can be ranked by a combined scoring function involving local sequence similarity and structure resolution. It is important to note that switching from resolution 2.6 to 2.1 is always worth losing 10% or even 20% in sequence identity. These multiple pocket models can further be refined using the information about a few strong ligands either to improve the pocket model and generate better pocket models, or to select models with better discrimination between binders and nonbinders known for the pocket of interest. We refer to the latter method as ligand-guided (or ligand-steered) modeling.

Finally, as homologous proteins often share similar patterns of flexibility, a model of a particular ligand-compatible conformation of a protein may be built based on its ligand-incompatible structure, as long as the former was observed in its homolog. This strategy may be applied, for example, to build the so-called DFG-out conformations of multiple protein kinases for which...
only DFG-in structures are available in the structural kinome (31) or initial antagonist-bound conformations for the androgen receptor (6).

Ligand guidance can be provided in two main forms:

1. To generate multiple low-energy conformers by restrained cosimulation of the pocket complex with one or several strong and/or diverse ligands (further referred to as the seed ligands);

2. To select from a set of experimental or generated conformers by testing each pocket conformer by its ability to discriminate between a test set of known ligands of this pocket and a set of nonbinders. A variety of discrimination measures are available.

The second test can also exist in a weaker form in which the selection is done on the basis of ability of a model to reproduce some experimental restraints (e.g., atomic contacts) rather than ability to select by the predicted binding score.

Therefore, given one or several pocket models built by homology, the main steps of their ligand-guided selection and refinement are as follows (6, 22, 23):

Fig. 6. Pocketome entry for the kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1). Four superimposed X-ray structures and the ICM PocketFinder envelope are shown. This protein was unsuccessfully targeted by a small-molecule inhibitor at Merck. The Pocketome analysis demonstrates that the pocket is too small and too flexible for a strong small molecule binder.
1. Compilation of a discrimination benchmark consisting of known binders to the pocket and known nonbinders. A challenging surrogate for nonbinders can be a large set of molecules known to bind to this class of proteins (e.g., all kinase inhibitors) but not necessarily to the pocket of interest;

2. Generation of multiple pocket models by a conformational generator with or without an active “seed” ligand;

3. Screening of the discrimination benchmark against each of the models to build a list of compounds ordered by their predicted binding score;

4. Evaluation of the selectivity of each model by one of the discrimination measures, e.g., area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC);

5. Selection of one or several best models.

Steps 2 through 5 can be iterated until satisfactory level of discrimination between binders and nonbinders is achieved.

Energy-based torsional sampling is often used to generate additional pocket conformations. It is important to understand, however, that most ligand-compatible conformations are non-optimal for an unbound protein. Conversely, the optimal conformations in the absence of ligand are usually characterized by protein side chains collapsing into the pocket, and therefore are irrelevant for ligand binding.

We recently presented a new computational technique called fumigation and aimed at generating more “druggable” conformations of the apo small-molecule ligand binding pockets. This technique is based on torsional sampling of the receptor side chains in the presence of a repulsive density representing a generic ligand. The density is calculated as follows: (1) simultaneous conversion of pocket side chains (except Ala, Gly, and Cys) to Ala; (2) construction of an atom density grid map for the obtained “shaved” protein; (3) repeated spatial averaging of the map in order to obtain a smoothed density map, which fills the cavities of the original protein; and (4) taking the difference of the smoothed and the original maps. Next, the internal variables controlling the pocket shape are sampled using the ICM biased probability Monte Carlo sampling procedure, with the generated density included as a penalty term in the combined energy function (Fig. 7).

This technique was successfully applied to the discovery of small molecules disrupting the subunit interaction of the protein kinase CK2 (32, 33). Starting from apo- (closed) structures of the pocket, we predicted conformations that were compatible with the binding of either a small molecule or the C-terminal fragment of the regulatory protein CK2β. These conformations were then searched against by docking and virtual ligand screening.
Omission modeling represents a reasonable alternative to the conformational ensemble approach. Using this approach, one may predict the correct ligand docking pose and the induced pocket conformational changes based on a single structure of the protein, which, most often, is incompatible with that ligand.

The omission approach relies on the generation of a “gapped” model of the binding pocket in which parts of its structure are removed. The expectation is that, in one of the gapped models, the main obstacle for the correct ligand docking is eliminated, while the remaining intact parts of the pocket are still sufficient for proper positioning of the ligand. The omitted fragments are later rebuilt in the context of the complex at the refinement stage. In a general form of the algorithm, the gaps may include single side chains, multiple side chains, complete loops, domains, and other parts of the backbone.

The induced fit changes upon ligand binding may or may not be limited to side-chain displacements. One should therefore consider different cases of structure fragment flexibility. While compiling a flexible Pocketome, the known or predicted highly deviating fragments may be omitted in a systematic way to result in a corresponding number of the “gapped” models. The SCARE (SCan Alanines and Refine) algorithm contains generation of the gapped pockets in which pairs of adjacent-in-space side chains are systematically omitted (21) as the first step used to identify likely ligand poses. In contrast, in the Deletion-Of-Loop from PHe-IN (DOLPHIN) algorithm a more specific deletion of the so-called DFG motif from the activated structures of the protein kinases is taking place (31). We also studied the effect of extracellular loop 2 (XL2) deletion on the ability of β2 adrenergic receptor to identify its known antagonists to establish whether XL2-deleted models can be used for other GPCR models (22).
A correct or a nearly correct, i.e., reproducing all essential intermolecular atomic contacts, prediction of the ligand binding geometry is an important task because it can (1) help in understanding the basics of drug–receptor interaction, (2) guide ligand optimization, and (3) elucidate the consequences of residue variation in the receptor. Moreover, it is a necessary, although often not sufficient, condition for accurate binding energy calculations. Correct ligand pose prediction, which depends on the quality of the pocket ensembles and the docking algorithm, enables more advanced Pocketome applications such as ligand screening and ligand selectivity profiling. This section presents ICM ligand docking as an efficient tool for binding geometry prediction and describes its challenges and limitations.

In its pure and general form, computational ligand docking (i.e., binding pose prediction) represents a problem of global minimization of the local estimate of the Gibbs free energy of binding in a multidimensional conformational space of the interacting partners (34). Due to the properties of the energy function, the problem is impossible to solve analytically; moreover, the huge dimensionality of the conformational space makes exhaustive conformational sampling unfeasible.

To tackle the conformational space problem, several steps must be made. First, the molecular objects can be represented in internal coordinates, naturally reflecting their covalent bond geometry (35). Unlike simple Cartesian coordinates, internal coordinates consist of covalent bond lengths and angles, dihedral angles (i.e., torsion and phase angles), and six positional variables of a molecular object. Because of chemical bond rigidity, most molecular objects can be accurately represented by free torsion variables, while keeping covalent bonds, angles, and phase angles fixed (36). This dramatically reduces the number of free variables in the system without sacrificing accuracy, while improving convergence time and radius for conformational optimizations by orders of magnitude.

The ligand docking procedure in internal coordinates using grid potentials was described in (37). Let us describe the main steps. First, a diverse set of conformers is generated by ligand sampling in vacuo. The generated conformers are then placed into the binding pocket in four principal orientations and used as starting points for Monte Carlo optimization.

In simple cases when the binding pocket undergoes only minor conformational changes upon binding, we can further limit the search space by excluding the receptor from the explicit sampling. Instead, the binding pocket can be represented as a set of rigid precalculated grid potential maps. The energy function to be optimized is then the ligand internal strain and a weighted sum of the grid map values in ligand atom centers. While being
a much less accurate Gibbs energy approximation, this function allows fast computation and analytical local minimization. Moreover, the potentials can be modified so that some degree of molecule interpenetration is allowed, providing means to model minor induced conformational changes in the pocket.

At the output of the ligand docking procedure, a limited set of ligand conformations compatible with the receptor at the grid potential map approximation level is obtained. These conformations can be further scored using a more accurate full-atom-based scoring function. ICM scoring function has been previously derived from a multireceptor screening benchmark as a compromise between approximated Gibbs free energy of binding and numerical errors (38, 39). The score is calculated by:

\[
S_{\text{bind}} = E_{\text{int}} + T \Delta S_{\text{Torr}} + E_{\text{vw}} + \alpha_1 \times E_{\text{el}} + \alpha_2 \times E_{\text{hb}} + \alpha_3 \times E_{\text{hp}} + \alpha_4 \times E_{\text{sf}}
\]

where \(E_{\text{vw}}\), \(E_{\text{el}}\), \(E_{\text{hb}}\), \(E_{\text{hp}}\), and \(E_{\text{sf}}\) are Van der Waals, electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, nonpolar, and polar atom solvation energy differences between bound and unbound states; \(E_{\text{int}}\) is the ligand internal strain; \(\Delta S_{\text{Torr}}\) is its conformational entropy loss upon binding; \(T = 300 K\); and \(\alpha_i\) are ligand- and receptor-independent constants.

Because of a higher sensitivity of this function, it often downscores the slightly imperfect complex geometries tolerated at the level of the potential grid maps. To avoid this, the full-atom models of the pocket–ligand docking complexes may be refined prior to the scoring stage. The most realistic scenario of a full-atom refinement includes local gradient minimization of the ligand and the surrounding pocket side chains, and global Monte Carlo optimization of rotatable hydrogen atoms. During the refinement, the ligand heavy atoms are tethered to their docking positions with a harmonic restraint whose weight is iteratively decreased.

Early docking algorithms were relying on various assumptions about the ligand and its binding pocket that made the problem less realistic but more computationally tractable. In the easiest formulation of the problem, the ligand was considered a rigid molecule, which needed to be placed in a rigid binding pocket in the most energetically favorable orientation. Clearly, this dramatically reduced the search space and greatly improved chances of finding the optimal solution. The second, more realistic problem formulation assumes flexibility of the smaller molecule (ligand), while the binding pocket is still considered rigid. These simplified methods give excellent results in an artificial setting when the receptor and the ligand represent separated components of a cocrystal complex (the so-called self-docking). It is important to realize, however, that in real-life applications,
flexible small molecules bind to flexible binding pockets, and both are expected to change their configuration upon the transition from the unbound to the bound state. A good docking method must be capable of handling both flexibility aspects, and therefore needs to be developed and benchmarked on the so-called cross-docking examples.

The combination of (1) optimal ligand sampling strategies, (2) efficient representation of the rigid receptor as a set of softened potential grid maps, and (3) accurate full-atom scoring functions allows the ICM rigid receptor docking procedure to successfully predict correct ligand binding geometry even in cross-docking examples, when the induced fit changes are restricted to minor side-chain and backbone readjustments (40, 41). As described in Subheading 2.1.2, weak plasticity characterizes a substantial fraction of the Pocketome.

To evaluate the expected success rate of a straightforward ligand docking procedure in cross-docking applications, we applied ICM docking to a subset of the PDB ensembles described in Subheading 2.1.2. This subset contained as many as 99 therapeutically relevant proteins, each of them cocrystallized with various ligands in at least three different conformations. The total of 1,113 of structures made 107 conformational ensembles (some of the 99 proteins were associated with more than one ensemble), and included 300 drug-like ligands. Each ligand was docked in all structures of its receptor ensemble except its cocrystal (cognate) structure using the ICM rigid receptor docking protocol described above. We found that only in 46.6% of the cases the binding geometry prediction was correct (<2 Å RMSD from the heavy atoms of the cocrystallized ligand after receptor superimposition (45).

This number (46.6%) represents an estimate of the expected docking accuracy in a real-life setting, when only a single conformation of the receptor is employed. Thus in the majority of cases, ignoring the conformational changes in the binding pocket prevents the correct binding geometry prediction.

### 2.2.4. Ensemble Docking

Realization of the importance of incorporating receptor flexibility, along with ligand flexibility, in the docking application triggered the development of novel docking paradigms. While, in principle, simultaneous explicit sampling of the pocket and the ligand is the most rigorous approach, it appears unfeasible due to the size of the search space. Ensemble docking emerged as a practical alternative to this. The ensemble docking paradigm is based on representation of the binding pocket with a series of rigid snapshots, each of them treated as a single rigid receptor. With the growing number of experimental structures available, the conformational variability of many proteins is studied in sufficient detail to provide a high success rate in predicting
binding geometry of various ligands. For example, application of the ensemble docking to the set of 99 proteins described above led to correct prediction in as many as 79.6% of the cases (compared to a 46.6% success rate in a single receptor cross-docking). It, however, revealed several downsides of the ensemble approach. First, and most obvious, is that the computation time increases linearly with the size of the ensemble. While this might not present a huge difficulty in case when one or a few ligands are docked, and when modern parallel computing resources are employed, application of conformation ensembles in large-scale chemogenomics setting is still unfeasible. Even more importantly, introducing additional conformations in the ensemble leads to the increase not only in true positives (well-scoring correct ligand conformations), but also in false positives (well-scoring incorrect conformations). The increased false positive rate was the primary reason of the ensemble docking not achieving the 100% success rate that one would expect considering that the cognate pocket structures for all ligands were included in the ensembles (with the cognate receptors excluded, the success rate further dropped to 66.6%). Moreover, the larger ensembles in general tend to provide lower accuracy of binding geometry prediction than the small-size ensembles (Fig. 8).

Finally, sufficient number of sufficiently diverse experimental pocket conformations is available for only a fraction of the Pocketome, and theoretical conformation generation methods are needed to tackle the rest of it. This further leads to the problem of selection of a small number of highly relevant conformations.

Fig. 8. The accuracy of the ligand binding pose prediction for different ensemble sizes. The bars reflect the fraction of the ligands that dock correctly using traditional ensemble docking and 4D docking for varying ensemble size, compared to the accuracy of a single-receptor cross-docking.
The so-called *Four Dimensional* (4D) docking technology was developed to address the problem of the computation time increase caused by employing the receptor conformational ensembles (45). The essence of this approach lies in using the pocket ensemble conformations as an extra, fourth dimension of the ligand sampling space. That allows ligand docking to the multiple receptor conformations in a single docking simulation (Fig. 9).

The 3D receptor potential grid maps are generated sequentially for all receptor conformations and stored as a single data structure. In this data structure, referred to as the 4D grid, the first three dimensions represent regular Cartesian coordinates of the grid sampling nodes, and the fourth dimension represents an index of the pocket conformation. During Monte Carlo sampling, the ligand is allowed to change the fourth coordinate via a special type of random move alongside the regular Cartesian translations and rotations.

Because the receptor conformations are changed concurrently with the ligand conformations, a 4D simulation convergence time is comparable with that of a single receptor docking, and is significantly shorter than for the traditional ensemble docking:

\[
T_{\text{single\_dock}} \leq T_{\text{4D\_dock}} \ll N_{\text{conf}} \times T_{\text{single\_dock}}
\]
The additional advantage of this technology over the traditional ensemble docking comes from the possibility of choosing the moves by biased probability of individual pocket conformations: \( P_{\text{conf}} = \exp(-\Delta E_{\text{conf}}/RT)/Z \). Equal probability conformations represent an extreme case of infinite effective temperature.

The absolute convergence time for the 4D docking procedure depends on the variability of the ensemble conformations and on the quality of their superimposition. When the receptor conformational diversity is restricted to local deviations, increasing the number of conformations does not lead to increase in the convergence time.

The 4D docking methodology was thoroughly tested on the benchmark of 99 proteins and 300 ligands described above. We found that on average, it leads to correct prediction of the ligand binding geometry in 77.3% of the cases (very close to the 79.6% success rate of the ensemble docking), taking only about one-fourth of the ensemble docking sampling time. Similar dependence on the accuracy on the ensemble size was observed (Fig. 8).

In the absence of the sufficient amount of experimental data, the omission models described above may improve the ligand binding pose prediction accuracy. We recently studied the effects of systematic single-, double-, and triple-side-chain omissions in ligand docking. The resulting so-called SCARE protocol (21) systematically scans pairs of neighboring side chains in the binding pocket, replaces them by alanines, and docks the ligand to each “gapped” version of the pocket. All docked positions are scored, refined with original side chains and flexible backbone, and rescored. SCARE proved to identify a near-native conformation as the lowest rank solution in as many as 90% of the cross-docking complexes on a benchmark of 30 proteins (Fig. 10).

The effects of loop omission were studied in context of protein kinases and their so-called type-II inhibitors. These compounds induce a transition of the kinase activation loop from its active DFG-in position to the DFG-out state. The transition is too large to be modeled explicitly. We developed a loop-omission-based protocol that builds structural models of type-II-bound conformations of various kinases based on their active DFG-in conformations, which are abundant in the public protein structures domain. The obtained DOLPHIN kinase models (31) reproduce the correct binding geometry of the existing type-II ligands with >90% success rate. While both SCARE and DOLPHIN were developed and tested on relatively small benchmarks, they demonstrate the potential of omission modeling in ligand binding geometry prediction for flexible pockets.
The task of screening is different from the pose prediction because at the scoring stage, it requires comparison of binding energies of different ligands rather than different poses of the same ligand. It also usually involves large ligand databases; so the full-atom refinement of all obtained docking complexes becomes unfeasible.

Our ultimate goal is to calculate an absolute binding score that is an approximation of the binding free energy. It is convenient to decompose the binding free energy estimate into three basic terms, the bound pose-dependent term and two pose-independent correction terms:

\[ e_{lp} = S_{\text{bind}}(\text{pos}) + S_{\text{corr}}(\text{lig}) + S_{\text{corr}}(\text{pocket})(E) \]

\[ S_{\text{bind}}(\text{pos}) = e(\text{pos, bound}) - e(\text{lig, unbound}) - e(\text{pocket, unbound}) \]

where \( e_{lp} \) represents the absolute binding free energy estimate between ligand \( l \) and pocket \( p \) (see also Fig. 1). The first term will represent the scoring function that allows one to select the best binding pose for a given ligand bound to a given receptor. This score was defined above and it does not need to include any term that is constant for a fixed ligand and a fixed protein; it only needs to include terms that depend on the bound pose.
of the ligand. It allows selection of the best pose from a set of candidates. Strictly speaking, all the pose independent terms, namely $e_{\text{lig,unbound}}$ and $e_{\text{pocket,unbound}}$, can be merged with $S_{\text{corr(lig)}}$ and $S_{\text{corr(pocket)}}$, respectively, but it is convenient to correct the position-dependent term by the position-independent terms, which can be easily calculated. For example, the $T\Delta S_{\text{tor}}$ term defining the entropy loss of a ligand could be moved to $S_{\text{corr(lig)}}$ correction term, but having it as a part of $S_{\text{bind(pos)}}$ makes the scores for different ligands more comparable. Deriving and optimizing the ligand-dependent correction term $S_{\text{corr(lig)}}$ enables the ligand screening, while deriving and optimization of the pocket-dependent correction term $S_{\text{corr(pocket)}}$ enables ligand specificity profiling.

In (38) the first two terms of equation (E) were derived by optimizing the screening performance as a function of physical terms, their weights, and ligand-dependent correction terms, e.g., a correction term proportional to the number of ligand atoms. The weights and correction terms were optimized using numerical optimization of the total performance function evaluated as the sum of square-root ranks of true positives for all pockets with the Simplex algorithm.

We introduced the first approximation to the protein correction term as simply a pocket-dependent constant that can be derived from experimentally derived ligand–protein activity matrix.

The screening quality of a pocket model is defined as its ability to identify the active compounds in a large and diverse compound database by their predicted binding scores. Docking and scoring the database compounds to the model produces an ordered hit list, with the challenge of bringing the (usually scarce) active compounds to its top. Essentially, the scores themselves are ignored while only the order of scores is evaluated. The ICM score was optimized (38) according to the square root of false positive ranks, thereby reducing the unwanted influence of poorly scoring outliers and emphasizing the important area of well-scoring compounds. A more dramatic, log–emphasis was proposed in (42).

An unbiased method to evaluate the quality of ranks for true positives is to compute the so-called ROC curves. The curves are obtained by plotting the number of true positives against the number of false positives in the score-ordered list. The model screening performance is most often evaluated numerically as the Area Under Curve, or AUC (43). However, the lack of focus on the low-scoring part of the ranked list, in our humble opinion, makes ROC AUC an inferior optimization function to the rank-square-root or log-AUC function. ROC AUC may still be a good function to report and compare screening performance.
The screening performance can be evaluated individually for a multiconformational ensemble of each pocket. If more than one conformer exists in an ensemble, then the best score is selected. Recently we compiled and tested DFG-out kinase models (a.k.a. DOLPHIN models) for six kinases (31). Figure 11 shows that both the individual-score and ensemble-score ROC curves for one of them (31).

In this case, the ensemble members were derived from different DFG-in X-ray structures. As expected, the ensemble score shows better discrimination than individual models for all six kinases. Therefore, the modeled pocketome units show a strong performance and can be used side by side with purely experimental sets of conformers.

Computational prediction of the relative binding affinity of a compound to different proteins remains an unsolved problem despite the significant progress towards better force fields and scoring functions. A major difficulty is our present inability to accurately account for protein entropy loss and induced energy strain. The lack of a reliable term for protein contribution results in binding energy shifts in a systematic protein-specific fashion. Apart from inevitable fluctuations of model quality and energy functions, these systematic binding energy offsets may be caused by inherent, variations of the protein conformational equilibrium. In the most general case, each ligand binds exclusively to a particular pocket conformation, and the observed ligand affinity depends on the relative concentrations of that conformation in solution and the entropy loss. Equilibrium variations between different proteins, mutants, and experimental conditions introduce different offsets to the observed binding energies.

The type-II kinase inhibitors represent one class of compounds for which the protein conformational equilibrium plays a major role. These inhibitors bind exclusively to the DFG-out kinase species. The relative concentration of such species is much lower, for example, for SRC kinase and phosphorylated ABL1 kinase than it is for unphosphorylated ABL1. Due to this, and despite the identical binding site compositions, the type-II compounds bind to SRC with a 4 kcal/mol lower affinity, and to phosphorylated ABL1 with a 3.15 kcal/mol lower affinity than to unphosphorylated ABL1 (31). For other proteins, the offsets are not as large, but they still have to be taken into account when comparing affinities of the same compounds to different targets.

Ab initio prediction of the protein-specific binding energy offsets is an unsolved problem. However, with the sufficient amount of experimental compound binding data, the offsets can be derived computationally. For that, consider a set of different protein pocket ensembles $P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_N$ and a set of ligands $L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_M$ with known experimental binding affinities $A(P_i, L_j)$.
Fig. 11. Screening and selectivity profiling for the DOLPHIN models of DFG-out (inactive) states of kinases as an example a set of multiconformer pocketome units for a group of related proteins in a certain functional state. (a) successful compounds pose prediction by an ensemble of models; (b) ROC-curves of ligand benchmark screening against the ensemble (single curve) and against the individual models in it (3D layered insert); (c) comparison between predicted and experimental binding energies using the kinase state-specific offset technique.
for all \( i \) and \( j (1 \leq i \leq N, 1 \leq j \leq M) \). In the simplest case, the values of \( A(P, L) \) may be just 1 for binders and 0 for nonbinders. Ensemble docking of all ligands to all pockets using a combination of the above techniques will produce a list of binding scores, \( S(P, L) \) being a score for pocket \( P \) and ligand \( L \). The predicted binding affinity for each pair is then calculated as

\[
B(P, L) = S(P, L) + b_i
\]

where \( b_i \) is a pocket-dependent (but ligand-independent) binding energy offset. It is now easy to obtain the binding energy offsets vector \( b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_N \) by, for example, by Nelder–Mead Simplex optimization (44) of the AUC between \( A \) (observed affinities) and \( B \) (predicted affinities). Once the offsets are calculated and stored with the pockets in Pocketome, they can be combined with the binding energy estimates for new ligands for the purposes of ligand activity profiling.

3. Notes

The multiconformational pocketome consisting of the growing number of gradually improving conformational ensembles, experimental or theoretical, have been compiled. Each pocket ensemble is further annotated with (1) known binders, (2) protein (pocket)-specific binding free energy offset to correct for model bias and protein entropic term, and (3) individual contribution and/or restraints from the receptor groups to correct for the deficiencies and approximations of the molecular mechanics force field, implicit salvation, and limited flexibility treatment.

Not all kinds of pockets are adequately described by this structural pocketome. Some pockets were designed by nature to have a broad specificity and have an exceedingly large number of modes of binding. Efflux pumps, pregnane X receptor, cytochrome P450 oxidases, other proteins designed to work with xenobiotics, and albumin are some examples. At this point it is counterproductive to describe those pockets with only low specificity by a small number of conformational alternatives, and the ligand-based descriptions, e.g., by pharmacophoric models, may be preferable.

Pocketome’s unique potential is to give a starting point to a problem where all other methods of experimental screening, assaying, or profiling fail, where we want to test ideas on billions of virtual chemicals with completely novel chemotypes and without the burden of synthesizing them, or test small molecules against proteins that have never been expressed, purified, and developed into a credible assay. At the end, the results will still
have to be tested, but the experiments needed will be of smaller scale and higher quality.
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